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ABSTRACT: Distinct macroscopic mechanical responses of the three
crystals of naphthalene diimide derivatives, 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr, studied
here are very intriguing because their molecular structures are very
similar, with the difference only in the alkyl chain length. Among the
three crystals examined, 1Me shows highly plastic bending nature, 1Et
shows elastic flexibility, and 1nPr is brittle. A detailed investigation by
nanoindentation and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allowed us
to correlate their distinct mechanical responses with the way the weak
interactions pack in crystal structures. The elastic modulus (E) of 1Me is
nearly an order of magnitude lower than that of 1Et, whereas hardness
(H) is less than half. The low values of E and H of 1Me indicate that
these crystals are highly compliant and offer a low resistance to plastic
flow. As the knowledge of hardness and elastic modulus of molecular crystals alone is insufficient to capture their macroscopic
mechanical deformation nature, that is, elastic, brittle, or plastic, we have employed three-point bending tests using the
nanoindentation technique. This allowed a quantitative evaluation of flexibility of the three mechanically distinct
semiconducting molecular crystals, which is important for designing larger-scale applications; these were complemented with
detailed MD simulations. The elastic 1Et crystals showed remarkable flexibility even after 1000 cycles. The results emphasize
that the alkyl side chains in functional organic crystals may be exploited for tuning their self-assembly as well as their mechanical
properties. Hence, the study has broad implications, for example, in crystal engineering of various flexible, ordered molecular
materials.

■ INTRODUCTION

Relatively dense packing combined with a high structural order
(as compared to less-ordered organic solids) make organic
single crystals excellent candidates for applications involving
electron transport, rapid mechanical actuation, and so
forth.1−13 However, most of them are fragile and are inferior
to thin films and liquid crystals in terms of mechanical
flexibility, which is vital for high-performance modular organic
microelectronics of the future.14,15 Recently, applications of
flexible organic crystals have been notably studied in
waveguides,10,11 ferroelectricity,12 field-effect transistors for
ultrasensitivity strain sensing,13 and so forth. In view of the
unique advantages offered by high-quality single crystals in
certain applications, there have been attempts to achieve
solution-processable micropatterns on flexible substrates by
controlling the crystal growth.16−18 Mechanical durability of

semiconducting thin films deposited on flexible substrates is
well-studied,19,20 but there are only a few studies with a focus
on single crystals. Applications of large single crystals, with
brittle and fragile nature, deposited on flexible substrates can
pose challenges because of disintegration or development of
severe defects under mechanical impact. Hence, there is an
urgent need to systematically study the macroscopic
mechanical deformability of semiconducting organic crystals
and to emulate design methodologies by understanding their
structure−property relationships.21−27

Most molecular crystals typically break when deformed,
without exhibiting any notable flexibility on the macroscopic
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level.28,29 Some, with low molecular energy surfaces formed by
weak interactions, deform plastically, that is, irreversibly and
readily, with the deformed material containing several defects;
some of them can even become polycrystalline with a slight
misorientation of the grains with respect to each other.30,31

Certain molecular crystals exhibit a high degree of
elasticity.32−34 A cocrystal of caffeine and 4-chloro-3-
dinitrobenzoic acid with methanol solvent was such an elastic
molecular crystal that was first to be reported.2 Certain Schiff
bases with weak interactions were also shown to exhibit
substantial elastic bendability.34 This was attributed to
structural features that allow some localized structural changes
but restrict long-range slip of crystallographic planes past each
other. The semiconducting organic single crystals with high
mechanical flexibility remain unexplored, despite the immense
interest in them for various applications.35−38 For utilizing
flexible semiconducting crystals for practical applications, it is
vital to assess their macroscopic mechanical deformation in a
quantitative manner. Although the elastic moduli (E) of many
molecular crystals have been experimentally evaluated by
employing the nanoindentation technique in recent years, they
do not provide the necessary information about the mechanical
flexibility of crystals. This is because E, which is given by the
slope of the stress−strain response, only informs us about the
resistance offered by a material to elastic deformation, whereas
in many instances one would like to know the total elastic
strain that it can accommodate before either deforming
permanently or fracturing.
In this paper, the structural basis for elastic behavior of

N,N′-diethyl-1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (1Et)
is investigated and compared with those of two other
naphthalene diimide (NDI) derivatives, N,N′-dimethyl-
1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (1Me) and N,N′-
din-propyl-1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (1nPr),
which show markedly different mechanical responses, namely
plastic and brittle behaviors. The three molecular structures
differ only in the alkyl substitution and such a large difference
in mechanical behavior is unanticipated from the current
crystal engineering knowledge because the alkyl groups are
considered to be innocent and play a minimal role, especially
when the crystal structures are also very similar. The three
NDIs with very close molecular similarity, comparable crystal
packing, and nearly same crystal morphologies also gave us a
unique opportunity to carry out detailed mechanical
deformation studies for the first time on three diverse types,
plastic, elastic, and brittle crystals, by bending tests using the
nanoindentation technique to unravel their distinct mechanical
responses. This was complimented by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and energy framework analysis for deeper
understanding of molecular level structural deformation.
Hence, this study helps to understand the mechanical flexibility
of not only semiconducting organic crystals but also other
organic crystals such as active pharmaceutical ingredients,
where the behavior of individual particles plays a key role in
bulk properties, for example, in powder compaction, milling,
and particle size distribution in industrial scale crystallization
(which is influenced by particle disintegration during mixing
by mechanical agitation).39−42

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three NDI derivatives 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr with methyl, ethyl,
and n-propyl alkyl groups, respectively, (Scheme 1) were
prepared by reacting 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic dia-

nhydride (1) with the corresponding amines using the known
procedures.43 Crystals were obtained from either dichloro-
methane or chloroform solvent by the slow evaporation
method under ambient conditions for 5 to 6 days, which
yielded needlelike crystals that were ∼5 mm long and ∼0.5 × 1
mm2 in cross-section. These crystals were amenable for both
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) and mechanical
property evaluation.

Crystal Structures. Crystallographic features of 1Me and
1nPr (except 1Et) have been already reported in our recent
work,22 and hence they are described in brief here. 1Me
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c with half a
molecule in the asymmetric unit. The molecules pack into
columns via π-stacking interactions along the a-axis. The
adjacent columns are tilted in the opposite direction to form
corrugation and connected via weak C(sp2)−H···O (d/Å, θ/°;
2.409 Å, 153.07°) interactions. These stacked columns close-
pack in the orthogonal direction via hydrophobic −Me groups
to form weak interaction planes parallel to (0 0 1) (see Figure
1a). There are no other significant hydrogen-bond interactions
in the structure.
Crystals of 1Et also adapt the monoclinic space group P21/c

with half a molecule in the asymmetric unit. The overall
packing resembles that of 1Me. However, the alkyl groups in

Scheme 1. Molecular Structures of the NDI Derivatives with
Methyl (1Me), Ethyl (1Et), and n-Propyl (1nPr)
Substituents Examined in This Study

Figure 1. Crystal packing to show the topology of alkyl group-based
weak interaction planes between π-stacked columns and the
mechanical deformation behavior of the crystals. (a) Formation of
slip planes by the close packing of Me groups in 1Me. Corresponding
planes in 1Et (b) are interlocked because of the zigzag packing of Et
groups. The n-Pr groups in 1nPr (c) are moderately interlocked and
face against each other. In all three cases, the weak interaction plane
formed by alkyl groups is (0 0 1). (d−f) Microscopic images of plastic
bending, elastic recovery, and brittle fragmentation of crystals of 1Me,
1Et, and 1nPr, respectively, when their mechanical response is probed
in a qualitative manner.
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1Et close-pack in a zipper-type fashion with a crossover of
−1.37 Å because of the elongated shape of the alkyl moiety
bearing an extra methylene group (Figure 1b). This makes the
alkyl plane considerably serrated as compared to that in 1Me
(Figure 1a). In the crystal packing, except the weak C(sp2)−
H···O (2.396 Å, 148.97°) interactions, no other significant
short contacts are present.
The 1nPr compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic space

group Pbca with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. In this
case also, the aromatic groups form π-stacked molecular
columns along the a-axis, but the overall packing is significantly
different from those of 1Me and 1Et. The adjacent stacks are
close-packed with propyl···propyl hydrophobic interactions.
Unlike in 1Me and 1Et, the adjacent molecules in a stack here
are rotated with respect to each other at an angle of 53.66°
(see Supporting Information, Figure S1). As a result, the
elongated n-Pr (−CH2−CH2−CH3) groups between the
adjacent stacked columns face against each other with some
degree of interlocking, contrary to spherical −Me in 1Me
(Figure 1c). Hence, the topology of the corresponding weak
interaction plane in this case is considerably different.
Qualitative Mechanical Tests. The mechanical responses

of 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr were first examined qualitatively by
pushing the long acicular single crystals with a metal needle
from one side while holding the ends with a pair of forceps.
The crystals of 1Me exhibit plasticity readily, that is, when the
force was applied on the (0 0 1) face of the crystal, a
permanent deformation was observed with no visible recovery
upon unloading (Figure 1d). The crystals broke, when the
force was applied on the other pair of faces (0 1 −1) and (0 −1
−1) under similar conditions. Thus, plastic deformation is
anisotropic and orientation-dependent.
In complete contrast, the crystals of 1Et exhibit impressive

elastic flexibility, that is, the crystal regains its original shape
without any loss of morphological integrity upon unloading

(Figure 1e). It is worth noting that only a few such elastic
molecular crystals are reported in the literature.32−38,44−48

Ghosh et al. reported some crystals of organic imines with a
high degree of elastic deformation and suggested that the
presence of multitude of weak intermolecular interactions and
corrugated packing of stacked molecules is responsible for such
behavior.2,32−34 Whereas the former feature renders it easy for
the sliding of molecules, the latter prevents long-range layer
sliding, which would otherwise lead to a permanent change of
shape. As described earlier, both these features are present in
1Et crystals; the aromatic NDI groups close-pack via π-
stacking, whereas the ethyl groups from adjacent stacks are
arranged in a zipper-type fashion.
Crystals of the third compound 1nPr are brittle, that is, they

fragment readily, irrespective of the face on which the force
was applied (Figure 1f and Figure S2, Supporting Informa-
tion).

Energy Frameworks. Quantification of intermolecular
interaction energies is carried out from the energy framework
analysis (using CrystalExplorer, 17.5) to rationalize the
observed mechanical behavior of the crystals.49−51 The
magnitude of calculated energies between molecular pairs are
represented as cylinders of proportionate thickness joining the
centers of mass (Figure 2). As visualized from the three-
dimensional (3D) topologies of energy frameworks of 1Me
and 1Et (Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information), each
molecule is surrounded by 12 closest neighbors: two within the
stacked column, two between columns, and eight across alkyl
slip planes. In the case of 1nPr (Figure S5, Supporting
Information), each molecule is surrounded by 14 neighbors,
with two in the stacked column, six across alkyl planes, and six
in between columns. The aggregate of total energies were
considered separately for (i) stacked columns, (ii) inter-
column, and (iii) alkyl slip plane. This representation revealed
that the main structural feature in all cases is the strong π-

Figure 2. Representation of slip layer topologies, energy frameworks, and face indices of the three NDI derivatives. (a−c) are the packing views
representing layer topologies (follow blue shade, particularly see at the slip plane) of 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr. Orange arrow on the left shows the
indentation direction, whereas the red dotted lines indicate the cross-over distance of layers in slip planes. Different views of 3D topologies of
energy frameworks (d−f) for 1Me (plastic), 1Et (elastic), and 1nPr (brittle), respectively. Schematic representation of the face indices of crystals
(g) 1Me, (h) 1Et, and (i) 1nPr.
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stacked column along [1 0 0], with total interaction energies of
−122, −127, and −158 kJ mol−1 for 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr,
respectively (Table 1). In the first two, the energies
corresponding to the slip plane are moderate (−75 and −99
kJ mol−1, respectively), whereas the intercolumn interactions
are the lowest (−47 and −50 kJ mol−1, respectively). Although
the intercolumn interaction energies in 1Me (−47 kJ mol−1)
and 1Et (−50 kJ mol−1) are the lowest, the possibility of slip
occurring along these planes in 1Me and 1Et can be ruled out
because of the highly corrugated nature of the molecular
packing on these planes (Figure 2). Hence, in 1Me, the plane
formed by methyl groups is likely to be the facile slip plane,
allowing for long-range shear sliding that facilitates macro-
scopic plasticity. In the case of 1Et, the ethyl groups cross over
the plane by −1.37 Å, leading to interlocking, and hence slip
on (0 0 1) is difficult. Whereas such topological interlocking of
molecules can arrest long-range sliding of the molecular planes,
it may allow for smaller localized molecular displacements, that
is, tilting of molecules associated with slight expansion or
contraction of intermolecular space. In the case of 1nPr, the
aggregate of total energies for the alkyl slip plane is the lowest

(−40 kJ mol−1) and intercolumn energies are moderate (−92
kJ mol−1). In this case, slip parallel to the alkyl plane is not
possible as the propyl groups are faced against each other with
a moderate layer cross-over of −0.146 Å. Although the
molecules perpendicular to the stacking have a separation of
1.64 Å in (1 0 0), the large stacking energy (−158 kJ mol−1) in
1nPr probably makes the stacks rigid, preventing plastic
bending in the crystals. The brittle 1nPr also has a much
shorter stacking distance of 3.5 Å compared to 1Me (4.6 Å)
and 1Et (4.8 Å) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Hence,
crystals of the former can neither accommodate elastic nor
plastic deformation and hence are brittle.

Quantitative Mechanical Tests. The mechanistic infer-
ences about the causes for the distinctly different mechanical
responses of the three compounds made above were further
substantiated through quantitative mechanical probing by the
nanoindentation technique3 as well as MD simulations.
Nanoindentation experiments were utilized to measure the
elastic modulus (E) and hardness (H) in different orientations
of the single crystals (mounted on a flat surface, Scheme 2,
inset). Crystals were also deformed in the three-point flexure

Table 1. Average Mechanical Properties, Elastic Modulus, and Hardness, Estimated from Nanoindentation Tests, and Bending
Modulus, Determined from Three-Point Bending Tests, and Aggregate Values of Total Intermolecular Interaction Energies for
the Tape, Stacking, and Alkyl Slip Plane, Calculated Using Energy Frameworks for 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr Crystals

Scheme 2. Assessment of the Mechanical Behavior of Crystals by Nanoindentation Techniquea

a(Top left) Schematic setup showing the mounting of a sample for three-point bending tests on three types of crystals using a nanoindenter.
Schematic representation of (a) plastic, (b) elastic, and (c) brittle mechanical responses observed in crystals of 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr, respectively.
The inset (bottom left) shows the regular indentation setup where the crystal is glued directly on the sample substrate (glass slide) without steel
supports for measuring the hardness and elastic modulus of the crystals.
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(3PF) configuration to ascertain their elasto-plastic behavior
(Scheme 2, top left). In these, the crystals were first placed on
two supports with a predetermined separation distance (or the
inner span, L) and then were pushed from top at the middle of
the span using a spherical (blunt) tip. Given that the crystals
are extremely small, conducting such tests on the macroscale is
not possible. The ability of the nanoindenter to measure load,
P, and displacement, h, on small scales and with high
resolution was exploited here.
Representative load (P) versus depth of penetration (h)

responses obtained through nanoindentation on the different
crystal facets of the three different samples are shown in Figure
3a. In all cases, the peak load, Pmax, is 5 mN, except for 1Me
where a lower Pmax of 0.5 mN was used in view of its extreme
softness (a representative P−h response is displayed in the
inset of Figure 3a). Indentations on the major and minor faces
of 1Et resulted in near-identical P−h responses, and hence
only one of them is shown. These P−h responses also exhibit
prominent serrations (or “pop-ins”), whereas those obtained
on other crystals are relatively smooth. The standard Oliver-
Pharr method is used for estimating the average values of E
and H from the P−h responses (Table 1). Note that while E is
a measure of the resistance offered by the solid to elastic
deformation, H measures the resistance to plastic deformation.
The following observations can be made from the data in

Table 1. (a) Among the three crystals examined, 1Me has the
lowest E and H. In fact, its E is nearly an order of magnitude

lower than that of 1Et, whereas H is less than half. These
indicate that 1Me crystals offer low resistance to both elastic
and plastic deformations. Our attempts to indent on (0 1 1)
were not successful because this direction is nearly parallel to
the slip plane, hence even softer, which did not allow for any
meaningful measurements to be made. These observations are
in excellent agreement with the anisotropic nature of the
packing and plastic bending of the crystals observed in the
qualitative deformation tests. (b) The identical indentation
responses obtained on the major and minor faces of 1Et reflect
the isotropic response from the structure within this crystal.
Although the overall packing in 1Et is similar to 1Me, the
mechanical behavior differs significantly, which is a reflection
of the importance of mechanical interlocking of the van der
Waal groups. The uneven weak interaction plane with the
zipper-type arrangement of the Et groups in the former (vs
smooth planes in 1Me) prevents slippage of molecules. Hence,
the crystals of 1Et show an isotropic response, whereas 1Me is
anisotropic. The crystals of 1nPr, in contrast, exhibit a
reasonable degree of anisotropy, with the minor face (0 1 0)
showing slightly higher E and H as compared to the major face
(0 0 1).
The observed mechanical properties in the three crystals,

especially their relative order in terms of E and H, can be
rationalized with the help of crystal packing with respect to
indentation direction, as shown in Figure 2. Energy frame-
works and topology analysis suggest that (0 0 1) is the

Figure 3. Load−displacement, P−d, curves obtained from different modes of nanoindentation experiments. (a) Representative load−depth (P−h)
curves obtained from nanoindentation on 1Me (shown in inset), 1Et, and 1nPr crystals. The P−h curves shown for 1Me and 1Et correspond to the
crystal’s major face and those shown for 1nPr correspond to the crystal’s major (brown color) and minor (green color) faces. Arrows pointing to
the right indicate the presence of “pop-in” in the loading segment and those pointing to the left indicate the occurrence of “pop-out” in the
unloading segment of the curves. (b) P−d curves obtained through 3PF tests of 1Me with loading on the major (s1) and the minor (s2) faces. Note
that s1 shows a remnant displacement after unloading, whereas s2 serration shows features indicative of plastic deformation followed by fracture.
(c) Cyclic P−d curves of 1Et loaded to 1250 cycles, with a maximum displacement, hmax, fixed at 35 μm in each cycle, and then loaded to 250
cycles, with hmax of 50 μm in each cycle. The curves show complete shape recovery during unloading, indicating high elasticity of the sample. The
inset shows the drop in peak load, Pmax, for consecutive cycles. Providing sufficient time gap between cycles allows recovery of Pmax in the
subsequent cycle. (d) P−d curves of 1nPr samples on different faces exhibit fracture during loading. In all panels, the dashed lines represent a linear
fit to the initial linear portion of the loading segment. S and Eb denote the bending stiffness and bending modulus, respectively. Insets in all panels
show optical images of the samples’ faces and are labeled as “bending face” and “thickness” to indicate the faces perpendicular and parallel to the
indenter motion (direction of the applied bending load), respectively. All 3PF tests were performed at a displacement rate of 2 μm/s.
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potential slip plane in both 1Me and 1Et. However, the
mechanism of deformation can be expected to be different
when indentation is performed on this face of 1Me and 1Et
(see MD simulations results below). E of 1Et is nearly double
that of 1nPr. The higher E of 1Et suggests that the zipper-type
interlocking of weakly interacting ethyl groups offers significant
resistance for localized displacement of molecules. The
comparatively lower E of 1nPr is possibly due to the moderate
cross-over of alkyl groups and the difference in the orientation
of molecules in the two structures with respect to the
indentation direction. Although it is perpendicular to the
alkyl plane in both the cases, the lower corrugation of
molecules in 1nPr eases the movement of molecules in the
indentation direction (see Figure 2c). The lower H of the
minor face than the major face of 1nPr can be attributed to the
arrangement of the alkyl slip plane parallel to the indentation
direction (Figure 2).
The difference in the deformation behavior of the three

crystals is also evident via the number of displacement bursts
or “pop-ins” observed during the loading segment of
nanoindentation. For instance, pop-ins are prominent in
1Et’s P−h responses. In comparison, the P−h responses of
1Me and 1nPr are relatively smooth, which imply a continuous
sliding of the molecular layers in response to the applied stress.
Pop-ins in 1Et can be attributed to a greater resistance to
sliding and build up and then a sudden release of stress. The
underlying mechanism could be the compression of stacked
columns followed by rearrangement of layers or breaking of the
molecular stacks.3 (Note that pileup around indents, which
generally accompanies pop-in events, was not observed in the
scanning probe images). The unloading segment of the P−h
responses obtained on both (0 0 1) and (0 1 0) faces of 1nPr
crystals shows a unique “pop-out” feature, which indicates a
sudden outward push of the indenter from the material. In
general, “pop-outs” are caused because of the occurrence of
reverse phase transformation or the formation of cracks in the
material underneath the indenter during unloading.52,53 The
latter is the likely reason here as (a) the qualitative tests on
1nPr clearly demonstrate it to be brittle and (b) phase
transformation is not known in these crystals.
Representative load−displacement, P−d, responses obtained

from 3PF tests on 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr crystals, carried out in
the displacement control mode, are shown in Figure 3b−d,
respectively. 1Me crystals were loaded until a deviation from
linearity was observed in the loading segment of the P−d
curve. They were subsequently unloaded to monitor the extent
of permanent deformation. During unloading, the P−d curve
does not follow the loading segment to zero displacement but
rather leaves a considerable residual deformation, indicative of
high plasticity. The strain at the onset of plastic deformation
(calculated using eq 2, Experimental Section), which is referred
to as the yield strain (εy), is found to be 0.8% on an average
(from 3 samples), whose P−d curves showed a clear transition
from the elastic to plastic region. This value is similar to εy of
∼0.5% typically reported in crystalline metals that undergo
dislocation-mediated plasticity.
The 1Et crystal was subjected to load−unload cycles with

fixed maximum displacements (at the center of its span
length), dmax, of either 30 or 50 μm in each cycle. In both the
cases, the recorded loading curves were found to be nearly
linear; the bending modulus, Eb, is calculated from the stiffness,
S, which is taken as the slope of the linear fit to the initial part
of the loading segment. On average (from 5 samples of 1Et),

Eb is found to be 3.58 GPa. Note that the modulus value
reported here, which correlates with the ease of elastic
deformation in bending, is significantly smaller compared to
that (16.1 GPa) obtained from nanoindentation. After
unloading, the P−d curves revert to the zero point, indicating
complete recovery and the highly flexible nature of 1Et. At the
applied maximum load and for the sample with thickness 54
μm considered here, analysis using simple bending mechanics
reveals the maximum displacement to correspond to a
maximum flexural strain, εmax, of 1.6% (see eq 2, Experimental
Section). This strain is the value at the midpoint of the span,
directly below the applied load, and on the bottommost plane
of the crystalline beam. Note that because of the limitation of
the technique, the highest possible displacement at the yield or
fracture point could not be reached. The applied strain here
(which is the maximum testable value), from which 1Et was
still in the elastic region, is remarkable considering that most
engineering materials such as metals and alloys yield plastically
beyond only 0.5% strain. The observed elasticity up to a large
strain in bending is of significance considering 1Et’s potential
applicability as a flexible organic semiconductor.
Furthermore, to assess 1Et’s fatigue performance, the load−

unload cycle, up to dmax = 30 μm and corresponding to εmax =
1% (calculated using eq 2), was applied 1000 times without
any time lag between each cycle. The results show excellent
repeatability in the P−d response and thus indicate the ability
of the crystal to remain flexible. A slight drop, of less than 3%,
in Pmax (inset in Figure 3c) is observed at the end of cycling.
However, further examination, by means of an additional 250
cycles, applied with a time gap (or lag) of 60 s after every 25
cycles (Figure 3c) shows the recovery of Pmax to its original
value on the cycle after the time interval. This suggests that the
load drop observed previously was not due to a permanent
structural change but rather due to delayed restoration
response to the applied displacement or viscoelasticity, which
was later observed to recover with time. Following this, the
sample was subjected to a higher strain, εmax = 1.6%, for 250
cycles. The results indicate excellent elastic nature and fatigue
tolerance, both of which are critical to potential application
scenarios of these materials.
The 1nPr crystals, which exhibited brittle behavior in

qualitative tests, were loaded in bending until fracture
occurred. All samples failed at comparatively low displace-
ments (less than 20 μm), corresponding to a failure strain of
0.4−0.8%. Below this strain, the P−d responses show a linear
elastic region and, when unloaded, recovered the deformation
completely, a typical characteristic of a brittle material. Hence,
the 3PF tests not only allowed us to evaluate the qualitative
description of mechanical behavior but also to quantify the
flexural strain in the plastic, elastic, and brittle crystals.

■ MD SIMULATION RESULTS
The connection between crystal structures and the observed
mechanical behaviors is further examined by MD simulations
on 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr. The crystal (unit cell) sizes of the
three NDIs after MD equilibrations (shown in Table 2) are
very close to our experimental measurements, indicating the
suitability of the simulation setup and force field adopted in
this study for investigating the structural properties of these
NDIs.
On the basis of the Euler−Bernoulli beam theory, while a

beam with a uniform cross-section is under a pure bending
situation, a half of the cross-sectional area is under tension and
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the other half is under compression.54 In this situation, if the
bending moment keeps increasing, the beam typically will start
to fail from the tensile side because the compressive strength of
a material is generally higher than its tensile strength.
Consequently, the tensile elastic limit (strain) of a material
basically determines whether the material is brittle or flexible.
In this study, tensile tests (see Simulations section) were
performed to estimate the elastic limits of the three NDIs. The
tensile stress−strain curves from the tensile tests are shown in
Figure 4a. The stress in both 1Me and 1Et increases smoothly
as the strain increases up to 10%. The result implies that both
1Me and 1Et have an elastic limit of at least 10%. However, the
stress of 1nPr drops to below zero at a strain of around 3%.
The negative stress observed in the simulation suggests that
1nPr becomes unstable as the crystal completely loses its
tensile strength, indicating that its elastic limit is about 3%.
Note that the perfect crystal structures used in theoretical
estimates tend to provide much larger elastic limits than the
observed experimental values because of the presence of
defects in actual crystals. Thus, the estimated elastic limits of
these NDIs cannot be directly compared to our experimental
values. Nevertheless, the relative elastic limits of these NDIs in
the simulations and experiments should be comparable. Hence,
based on the simulation results, we conclude that the elastic
limit of 1nPr is much smaller compared to those of 1Me and
1Et. In addition, 1nPr completely loses its tensile strength after
passing its elastic limit, as evident from the sudden drop of the
stress to below zero in the stress−strain curve (Figure 4a).
This result indicates that 1nPr is much brittle compared to
1Me and 1Et.
The estimated elastic moduli (calculated at ∼1% strain) of

1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr in the simulations are 2.9, 6.3, and 10

GPa, respectively. Because the tensile tests in the simulations
were performed in the [1 0 0] direction, the estimated elastic
moduli are closer to the bending moduli (Eb) from our 3PF
tests than the elastic moduli (E) from regular indentation tests.
The result shows that NDIs with longer alkyl chain lengths
should have higher elastic moduli, which explains why 1Me has
the smallest elastic modulus among these NDIs in our
experiments.
However, the nanoindentation experiments show that the

elastic modulus of 1nPr is lower than that of 1Et, and the
opposite result is found in the simulations. This is possibly
because 1nPr is much brittle compared to 1Et, and the
nanoindentation measurement of 1nPr might significantly
damage the crystal because of cracking (which can propagate
fast with the presence of defects in brittle crystals), leading to a
smaller modulus than that of 1Et. Pop-ins in the unloading
curve of nanoindentation for 1nPr further support this
argument.
In addition to tensile tests, shear tests (see Simulations

section) were performed to examine the plasticity of these
NDIs. The shear stress−strain responses from these simu-
lations are shown in Figure 4b, and the corresponding shear
deformations are shown in Figure S7. To estimate the shear
elastic limits of the three NDIs, unloading tests were
performed at different amounts of shear strain, and the
corresponding residual strains are shown in Table 3. After

unloading at 3% shear strain, 1Me has zero residual strain,
showing that it is in the elastic region. However, as the applied
shear strain is larger than its yield shear strain (∼4% as shown
in Figure 4b), 1Me becomes unstable as its shear modulus (the
slope of the stress−strain response) becomes negative (see
Figure 4b). 1Et shows perfect elastic behavior after unloading
at 3 and 10% shear strains, as it has a larger yield shear strain of
∼13% (see Figure 4b). Additionally, it was observed that the

Table 2. Comparison between the Unit Cell Sizes from
Simulations and Experiments

crystal
a (Å) in
silico

a (Å)
expt.

b (Å) in
silico

b (Å)
expt.

c (Å) in
silico

c (Å)
expt.

1Me
(plastic)

4.60 4.62 7.87 8.02 18.66 17.02

1Et
(elastic)

5.02 4.84 7.66 7.74 19.88 18.32

1nPr
(brittle)

7.54 6.96 16.99 17.24 28.14 27.58

Figure 4. Tensile and shear test results from MD simulations. (a) Stress−strain curves from tensile tests in the [1 0 0] direction. The result shows
that 1nPr is much brittle compared to 1Me and 1Et because it has a much smaller elastic limit of ∼3% compared to the other two compounds with
theoretical elastic limits of at least 10%. (b) Stress−strain curves from shear tests in the [1 0 0]−[0 0 1] direction. The result shows that the shear
strength of 1Me (∼200 MPa) is much lower than that of 1Et (∼600 MPa). The yield shear strain of 1Me (∼4%) is also much smaller than that of
1Et (∼13%). As a result, 1Me is much easier to deform plastically compared to 1Et. 1nPr has a much lower shear strength compared to 1Me and
1Et.

Table 3. Residual Strains after Unloading at Different
Amounts of Shear Strain

crystal at 3% at 10% at 15% at 20% at 25%

1Me (plastic) 0.0
1Et (elastic) 0.0 0.0 12.6 12.6 12.6
1nPr (brittle) 0.7 1.7 2.7 2.8 14.1
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plastic deformation in 1Me is caused by twinning (probably
due to the presence of low rugosity of slip planes and weaker
stacking interactions, Figure 2a), whereas it occurs through slip
in 1Et. Although 1nPr starts to show plastic behavior even at
3% shear strain, the residual strain obtained here is probably
due to the extremely low shear modulus (see Figure 4b). In
fact, after unloading at 20% shear strain, 1nPr recovers 86% of
the applied strain, showing that most of the deformation is still
elastic. An obvious plastic behavior (14.1% residual strain) is
only observed at 25% shear strain. Note that the shear strength
of 1Me (∼200 MPa) is much lower than that of 1Et (∼600
MPa). Additionally, the yield shear strain of 1Me (∼4%) is
much smaller than that of 1Et (∼13%). As a result, although
both 1Me and 1Et show plasticity in the shear tests, 1Me is
much easier to deform plastically compared to 1Et. This result
explains why 1Me behaved plastically and 1Et behaved
elastically in the experiments. Hence, the order of plasticity
observed in the simulations is 1Me > 1Et > 1nPr.
To understand how the crystal structures of 1Me, 1Et, and

1nPr are related to their distinct mechanical behaviors, the
structural changes in their crystal packing during the shear tests
were examined in detail (Figure 5). In the case of 1Me (Figure
5a), the angle of the slip planes with respect to the [1 0 0]
direction changes from ∼63.4° at zero shear strain to ∼66.6° at
5% shear strain, ∼72.3° at 10% shear strain, and ∼74.7° at 25%
shear strain. The simulation results show large movements of
the molecules occurring during the shear tests, mainly because
of the weak intermolecular interactions or, in other words, the
presence of facile slip systems. The slip planes break into two
parts at large strains (e.g., 25%), which cause the plastic
deformation by twinning. In the case of 1Et, the angle of the
slip planes also changes as the shear strain increases (Figure
5b). The angle of the slip planes with respect to the [1 0 0]
direction changes from ∼63.4° at zero shear strain to ∼65.6° at
5% shear strain, ∼67.8° at 10% shear strain, and ∼67.8° (the
same as the angle at 10% shear strain) at 25% shear strain. It is
noted that the changes are much less compared to the case of

1Me (Figure 5a) because of the zipper-type interlocking and
stronger stacking and intercolumn interactions (Figure S2,
Supporting Information), which act as a hindrance to long-
distance sliding of molecular layers. This greater resistance to
sliding explains why the yield shear strain of 1Et (∼13%) is
much larger than that of 1Me (∼4%) as well as why 1Me
behaved plastically and 1Et behaved elastically in the
experiments.
In the case of 1nPr, the angle of the slip planes with respect

to the [1 0 0] direction changes from ∼90.0° at zero shear
strain to ∼92.6° at 5% shear strain, ∼95.2° at 10% shear strain,
and ∼105.3° at 25% shear strain. 1nPr has a much lower shear
strength compared to 1Me and 1Et (see Figure 4b). Although
twinning and slip are not observed in the shear tests, 1nPr
shows obvious plastic behavior at 25% shear strain. The lower
H of 1nPr compared to that of 1Et in the nanoindentation
tests is consistent with this observation (Table 1). However,
whether 1nPr can deform plastically or not does not change
the fact that 1nPr is much brittle compared to 1Me and 1Et
because it has a much smaller elastic limit compared to the
other two compounds (Figure 4a).

■ CONCLUSIONS
The qualitative mechanical deformation tests of three
mechanically distinct types of NDI derivatives (1Me, 1Et,
and 1nPr) quantified with exhaustive nanoindentation
measurements, MD simulations, and energy framework
analyses are presented in this study. Although the overall
molecular structure and types of functional groups in 1Et,
1Me, and 1nPr are comparable, the subtle differences in the
way the alkyl groups are packed significantly influence their
mechanical behaviors. Hence, controlling the mechanical
properties of molecular crystals requires the understanding of
not only the strength of intermolecular interactions but also
their geometrical arrangement in the 3D packing (or topology
of the molecular surface that forms the slip planes) as seen in
this series. In this study, the crystals of 1Et have been shown to

Figure 5. Detailed structural changes in crystal packing during shear tests carried out using MD simulations. (a−c) shows 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr
during shear tests, respectively. The numbers in the brackets below the figures represent the corresponding shear strain. (Color code: cyan, carbon;
blue, nitrogen; red, oxygen; and white: hydrogen).
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be highly flexible with a yield strain of at least 1.6% compared
to widely studied metals and alloys. MD simulations reveal that
the deformation in plastic 1Me is dominated by twinning,
whereas it is slip in the elastic 1Et. Certainly, this study
demonstrates the importance of using the nanoindentation
technique and full atomistic modeling to precisely quantify and
predict the mechanical responses of macroscopic crystalline
particles, which has implications for understanding the bulk
behavior of crystalline powders.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Commercially available solvents were used (for synthesis and
crystallization) as received without further purification.
Synthesis. 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr were synthesized by condensation

of the carboxylic acid dianhydride with two equivalents of the
respective substituted amines in dimethylformamide at temperatures
above 110 °C overnight.43 All obtained compounds were purified by
recrystallization and characterized by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and single-crystal X-ray structure determination.
Single-Crystal Preparation. The three NDIs were recrystallized

from either dichloromethane or chloroform solvent by slow
evaporation under ambient conditions. Single crystals suitable for
testing mechanical properties and for X-ray diffraction data were
obtained in 5−6 days in all cases.
Single-Crystal X-ray Structure Determination. Intensity data

of 1Et was recorded on a Supernova (Eos CCD detector)
diffractometer using monochromatic Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073
Å). The data was collected at 100 K (same for all three NDIs). Using
Olex2,55 the structure was solved with ShelXT and ShelXS (direct
methods) structure solution programs and refined with the ShelXL-
9756 refinement package using least-squares minimization.
Energy Frameworks. CrystalExplorer 17.557 was used to

calculate the aggregated pair-wise interaction energies and visualize
the 3D topology energy frameworks of 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr. The
energy calculations are accomplished on the B3LYP/6-31G** level of
theory and by using crystal geometries (experimental structures), and
the energy framework was constructed based on the crystal symmetry
and the total intermolecular interaction energy of 1Me, 1Et, and
1nPr. The energy components calculated within this method are
electrostatic, polarization, dispersion, and exchange-repulsion and
finally the total interaction energy (Table S2). The tube size, which is
proportional to the intermolecular interaction energies used in all
energy frameworks was 30, and the lower energy threshold (cut-off)
value was set to zero. The aggregated total interaction energies along
the stacks, tape, or slip layer direction were calculated by adding
corresponding interaction energies between a given molecule in one
layer and all interacting molecules in a neighboring layer or within the
same layer within 3.8 Å (Figure S6, Supporting Information).
Nanoindentation. Nanoindentation tests were carried out using a

TriboIndenter system (Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA)
equipped with a Berkovich diamond tip with ∼100 nm radius. The
indentations were performed in the load-controlled mode using a
loading and unloading rate of 0.1 mN/s. For 1Et and 1nPr crystals,
25 indentations each were performed on different faces of at least 5
samples. A peak load, Pmax, of 5 mN and a peak hold-time of 50 s were
used. For 1Me, Pmax of 0.5 mN and a hold-time of 5 s were used; a
relatively low load was applied here because of the softer nature of the
crystal as well as to prevent overlap of indentation impressions with
surface asperities that were present on these samples. The penetration
depth, hmax, corresponding to Pmax is found to be less than 10% of the
sample thickness (which is more than 100, 80, and 120 μm for 1Me,
1Et, and 1nPr, respectively) for all samples. This ensures that the
substrate has had little or no effect on the measured load−depth, P−h,
curves.58 The indents were imaged using the in situ scanning probe
microscopy capability of the Triboindenter system to examine the
geometry of the impressions formed and the occurrence of material
pileup, if any. The E and H values were obtained from the P−h curves

following the Oliver-Pharr procedure.59,60 For precision in the
estimation of E and H, the indenter tip was calibratedprior to the
indentation testson a fused quartz standard having an elastic
modulus of 69.4 GPa.

Three-Point Bending Tests. Three-point bending tests were
carried out using the high-load cell of the TriboIndenter system.
Crystalline samples were placed on steel supports having an upper
width of ∼70 μm. The supports were previously fixed onto a glass
slide using cyanoacrylate glue, and the slide and support assembly was
firmly positioned on the indenter stage at a magnetic location. A blunt
spherical tip of ∼5 μm radius was used to load the simply supported
crystalline beam at the center of its span length. A span length of 1
mm was chosen. A smaller span was found to indent the beam leading
to a positive curvature in the measured load−deflection curve,
whereas a larger span (for a given beam thickness) produced
insubstantial strains in the beam. The choice of a blunt tip and a large
span length ensured that there was no indentation during the bending
test. The distance between the indenter and the optics was calibrated
to ensure accurate positioning of the indenter tip at the desired
location (center of width and span length) on the crystal for
application of the bending load. All bending tests were carried out in
the displacement controlled mode using a rate of 2 μm/s.

To ensure applicability of the simple beam bending theory and to
minimize error in stiffness measurement, bending tests were carried
out in the following configuration: (i) relatively large span length-to-
thickness ratio ranging from 10 to 50, (ii) small deflection-to-span
length ratio of less than 5, and (iii) estimated ratio of span length-to-
support radius between 15 and 30.

Molecular crystals in the elastic region have been shown to undergo
nearly pure bending even at large strains.32−42 In the elastic limits,
1Et, 1nPr, and 1Me are assumed to undergo bending with negligible
shear deformation, and bending properties are calculated using the
simple beam bending theory.61,62 Using the beam deflection,
measured through the depth sensing capability of the nanoindenter,
the bending modulus, Eb, is calculated from the deflection equation as

E
PL

I48b

3

δ
=

(1)

where P is the load applied at the center of the span length L, δ is the
beam deflection at the center of span, and I is the area moment of
inertia for a rectangular cross-section of width b. For a beam of
thickness h, I is given by

I
bh
12

3
=

The maximum strain acting on the bottommost plane of the beam
is calculated as

h
L

6
max 2ε δ=

(2)

MD Simulations. Full Atomistic Modeling. Full atomistic MD
simulations were performed using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator.63 The crystal structures (unit cell) of
1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr used in the MD simulations were obtained from
our SCXRD data. Because these NDIs are made of rigidly planar
aromatic core groups, we adopted the consistent valence force field
(CVFF)64 in the MD simulations. The CVFF has been widely applied
in modeling organic molecules with aromatic core groups such as
benzene65 and polydopamine.66−68 The MD models of 1Me, 1Et, and
1nPr were built by replicating the unit cells in [1 0 0], [0 1 0], and [0
0 1] directions several times. Periodic boundary conditions were
applied, and the integration time step was set to 1.0 fs. The
nonbonding interactions (12−6 Lennard-Jones and Coulombic
interactions) were computed with a cutoff of 12 Å, and long-range
interactions were calculated with a particle−particle particle-mesh
solver. Energy minimization with the conjugate gradient algorithm
was performed before MD equilibrations. In the first step, the MD
models were equilibrated with the NVT ensemble at the initial
temperature of 10 K increasing to the final temperature of 100 K for
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1.0 ns. In the second step, the MD models were equilibrated with the
NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 100 K and a pressure of
1.013 bar for 1.0 ns. In the final step, the MD models were
equilibrated with the NPT ensemble at the initial temperature of 100
K increasing to the final temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1.013
bar for 2.0 ns. The crystal sizes of 1Me, 1Et, and 1nPr shown in Table
2 are calculated after the final step of MD equilibrations is finished.
Tensile and Shear Tests. The stresses of materials because of

three-point bending tests can be decomposed into normal stress and
shear stress. The normal stresses caused by pure bending can be
calculated as

My
I

σ =

where σ is the normal stress, M is the bending moment, y is the
perpendicular distance to the neutral axis, and I is the area moment of
inertia. The shear stress caused by shearing can be calculated as

VQ
Ib

τ =

where τ is the shear stresses, V is the shear force, Q is the first moment
of area, I is the area moment of inertia, and b is the width of the beam.
From the above two equations, it is clear that the maximum normal

stress occurs at both the top and bottom of the beam, where the shear
stress is zero. On the other hand, the maximum shear stress occurs at
the neutral axis of the beam, where the normal stress is zero. Thus, to
simplify the problem, we performed tensile and shear tests separately.
The tensile tests in the MD simulations were performed by applying
tensile strains in the longitudinal direction [1 0 0] of the crystals to
simulate the 3PF tests in our experiments when the force was applied
on the (0 0 1) face of the crystal. A tensile strain of around 0.5% was
applied to each of the MD model every 1.0 ns, and the corresponding
tensile stress was measured with the NPT ensemble at a constant
temperature of 300 K. Except the stretching direction, the pressures in
the other two directions were set to 1.013 bar. As the force in the 3PF
tests was applied on the (0 0 1) face of the crystal, the shear tests in
the MD simulations were performed by applying shear strains in the
[1 0 0]−[0 0 1] direction. A shear strain of around 1.0−1.5% was
applied to each of the MD models every 1.0 ns, and the corresponding
shear stress was measured with the NPT ensemble at a constant
temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1.013 bar. In the unloading
tests, the MD models under different amounts of shear strain were
equilibrated with the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300
K and a pressure of 1.013 bar for 1.0 ns.
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